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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in deep learning have led to an accurate diagnosis of pneumonia from chest X-ray images. However, these
models usually require large labeled training datasets, not always available in practice. Furthermore, combining images
from different medical centers does not preserve the accuracy
of the results mainly because of differences in image acquisition settings. In this work, we propose an approach aiming
to overcome this challenge, consisting of a subspace-based
domain adaptation technique to increase pneumonia detection accuracy using a small training dataset. This dataset is
augmented with automatically selected images from a large
dataset acquired in a different medical center. This is performed by computing a subspace basis of the target domain
dataset on which is projected the source dataset to find the
most representative images. Augmenting the training set using the proposed method allows achieving an improvement
from 90.03% to 96.18% in overall accuracy using the Xception neural network.
Index Terms— Domain adaptation, Deep learning, Chest
X-ray, Pneumonia.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pneumonia affects 7% of the world population and is the leading cause of death worldwide in children under the age of
five years, with about 1.4 million deaths per year. Among
the available imaging techniques, chest X-rays are the most
commonly used for screening and diagnosis of pneumonia,
due to their relatively low cost and easy access. However,
accurately diagnosing lung diseases on chest X-rays remains
a challenging and time consuming task even for experienced
radiologists [1].
Recent advances in the application of deep learning and
computer vision in healthcare allowed to attain radiologist-

level performance for pneumonia diagnosis from chest X-ray
images [1, 2, 3]. However, the overall accuracy of deep learning models generally, and in particular for pneumonia application, strongly depends on the size of the training dataset.
For instance, in [1, 2, 3], the authors used a publicly available pneumonia dataset of 5, 849 labeled images acquired in
Guangzhou Women and Children’s Medical Center, China
[4], that allowed them to achieve an overall accuracy of 98%,
98.43% and 99.41%, respectively. Despite these very impressive results, deep learning classifiers are well-known to
over-fit to a particular data domain source in medical imaging. Precisely, medical images from different clinical centers
often vary in appearance due to different acquisition protocols
and/or device technologies. Consequently, a deep learning
model trained on a large dataset originated from one medical
center does not conserve the same accuracy when tested on
a dataset from another medical center, mainly because of image distribution discrepancies. For instance, a model trained
on the previously mentioned dataset with an overall accuracy
of 98%, only achieves 88% accuracy when classifying 176
non-public chest X-ray images acquired at a clinical center in
Toulouse, France. This represents a major challenge limiting
the clinical applicability of such technologies.
Domain adaptation (DA) has emerged as a learning transfer alternative to address the lack of massive amounts of labeled images and the difficulty of deep learning methods to
obtain high performance when applied to small datasets (target domain) different from the one used during the training
phase [5]. Precisely, DA is the area of machine learning that
enables knowledge to be transferred from one source domain
to a different but related target domain to increase the learning models’ capability on the latter. Its applications mainly
focus on natural images and, to a lesser extent, on medical
applications.
This paper proposes a new subspace-based DA method
to improve the performance of a pneumonia diagnosis neural

Fig. 1. Images of normal and pneumonia chest X-ray images
from source and target domain datasets used in this work.
network over a small chest X-ray image dataset. Specifically,
the main idea is to use automatically chosen images from the
large dataset in [4], in order to improve the training procedure
over a small image dataset from a different medical center
(Toulouse Hospital University, France). Figure 1 shows images of normal and pneumonia cases from both source [4]
and target (Toulouse Hospital University) domains. In particular, the proposed method uses principal component analysis (PCA) to obtain a subspace basis for each target domain
class, i.e., pneumonia and healthy. Images from the source
dataset are then projected onto the target domain PCA subspaces, in order to select the ones that match the best the target dataset based on the projection errors. Finally, a Xception
convolutional neural network [6] was trained using the resulting augmented dataset containing the images from the target
dataset and the ones automatically selected from the source
dataset. The experimental results show an important accuracy
gain due to incorporating images from the source dataset, and
better performances than standard transfer learning.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
proposed method consisting of subspace generation, similarity functions, and data selection, is detailed in Section 2. Simulation results and conclusions are presented in Section 3, and
4, respectively.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
This section introduces the proposed subspace-based DA
method to improve pneumonia diagnosis neural networks’
performance within a small training dataset. Let us denote
by S a set of medium to large labeled data (e.g., chest X-ray
images), and by T a small labeled or unlabeled dataset lying
in a given dimensional space, drawn i.i.d. according to a
fixed but unknown source DS and target DT distributions.
Furthermore, we denote by SP ⊆ S, and SN ⊆ S the subsets
of images labelled as pneumonia and respectively healthy,
in the source domain. Similarly, we denote by TP ⊆ T
and TN ⊆ T the subsets of images labeled pneumonia and
healthy respectively in the target domain. We assume that
m images from T , n images from S, divided in m1 images
from TP and m2 images from TN , and n images from S and
n1 images from SP , are available. Given that dataset T is
assumed much larger than S, it results that m  n. The
aim of this method is to propose a strategy of incorporating

automatically images from T to S, in order to improve the
training process of a chest X-ray image classification neural network. Section 2.1 explains how the target subspace
of size d is generated, used to project the images from the
source S. These projections are used within four similarity
functions designed to select the most suitable images from
S to augment the training dataset T further used to train a
classification network.
2.1. Subspace generation
First, every source and target image is reshaped in the form
of a normalized vector, i.e., of zero mean and unit standard
deviation. Second, using PCA, for each subset of the target
domain, d eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues are selected. These eigenvectors are used as bases
vectors of TP and TN subspaces, respectively denoted by
XTP ∈ RD×d and XTN ∈ RD×d . Note that XTP and XTN
are orthonormal, i.e., XT0 P XTP = Id and XT0 N XTN = Id
where Id is the identity matrix of size d2 . XTP and XTN
are used, as explained in the next subsection, to define four
shift transformations between source and target domains and
to define four similarity metrics.
2.2. Similarity functions
Two approaches are considered here to define distance metrics. The first consists in projecting the source image over the
target subspaces within the same class of images, i.e., images
ySN ∈ RD , and ySP ∈ RD are projected onto the subspaces
XTN and XTP , respectively. The resulting projection errors
are considered as similarity functions. The second approach
consists in projecting the source images onto the target subspaces within the other class of images, i.e., images ySN and
ySP are projected onto the subspaces XTP , and XTN , respectively. The resulting projection errors are used to form the
two other similarity functions. The four projection matrices
are defined as follows:
ASP |TP = XSP XT0 P ,

ASN |TN = XSN XT0 N

(1)

XSP XT0 N ,

XSN XT0 P ,

(2)

BSP |TN =

BSN |TP =

where A0 denotes the transpose of A.
From the four previous projections, four similarity functions are defined as the projection errors obtained by projecting images from source domain (ySN , ySP ) to the target domain subspaces XTN , XTP . Specifically, the similarity functions are defined as follows:
simXTP (ySP ) = kASP |TP ySp − ySP kF ,

(3)

simXTN (ySN ) = kASN |TN ySN − ySN kF ,

(4)

cross simXTN (ySP ) = kBSP |TN ySP − ySP kF ,

(5)

cross simXTP (ySN ) = kBSN |TP ySN − ySN kF ,

(6)

where || ∗ ||F stands for the Frobenious norm.
2.3. Data selection
Using (3), (4), (5) and (6), four error vectors E1 ∈ Rn1 ,
E2 ∈ Rn2 , Q1 ∈ Rn1 , and Q2 ∈ Rn2 are formed by projecting all images ySP , and ySN from source domain S onto
the target domain subspace. Vectors E1 and E2 are sorted in
ascending order, and vectors Q1 and Q2 in descending order.
Finally, considering the first k values from each error vector,
the corresponding images from the source domain S are selected to augment the training set T , further used to train a
neural network to classify chest X-ray images as healthy and
pneumonia.

3.3. Classification results
Figure 2 displays the results of the projection errors, E1 , E2 ,
Q1 and Q2 , obtained after projecting images from source domain (ySN , ySP ) to the target domain subspaces XTN and
XTP . Because of the imbalance of the source dataset between
the two classes, a considerably greater number of images are
observed in (b) and (c) corresponding to SP . The results are
displayed such as the lowest error in (a) and (b) corresponds
to the chest X-rays of S most similar to their corresponding
classes in T , and such as the the lowest values in (c) and (d)
correspond to the images of SP and SN most different from
their opposite classes in the target domain T .

3. RESULTS
3.1. Domain adaptation datasets
As explained previously, the proposed method requires two
datasets: one large source dataset from which a limited number of images will be extracted to augment the small target
dataset. In this work, we selected the publicly available
5, 849 labeled chest X-ray images acquired in the Guangzhou
Women and Children’s Medical Center in China [4] as the
source dataset S. Specifically, S consist of 1, 583 normal
(SN ) and 4, 266 pneumonia (SP ) images. The target small
dataset T consists of 573 chest X-ray images acquired at the
Toulouse University Hospital, in France, labeled as healthy
or pneumonia by two expert radiologists. The T dataset is
divided into 275 normal and 298 pneumonia images. In the
following, 70% of T was used for training and the rest for
testing. Specifically, the training set of the target domain
consisted of 200 normal (TN ) and 200 pneumonia (TP ) chest
X-ray images.
3.2. Deep neural network architecture
The proposed DA method is not specific to a particular deep
learning classifier. To illustrate its interest, we used in this
work the convolutional neural network called Xception [6].
All chest X-ray images were resized to 299 × 299 pixels.
Moreover, to accelerate the learning process, the pre-trained
network weights with the ImageNet dataset available in Tensorflow was used as initialization. While the weights corresponding to the low-level feature extraction layers were not
retrained, the weights from block convolutional 10 to the top
layer of the network were fine-tuned, to adapt them to the specific task of pneumonia detection. The network was trained
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001, a
batch size of 16, a dropout of 0.2 before the decision layer,
and 100 epochs. All simulations were implemented in Python
with the Tensorflow 2.3 and ran on an Nvidia Tesla T4 GPU
provided by Google Colab.

Fig. 2. Results of the error vectors E1 , E2 , Q1 and Q2 .
Based on these error vectors, 0 (no augmentation), 100
and 200 images from S domain were selected to augment
the target training dataset. In each case, 60% of the images
were taken from the first positions in Q1 and Q2 vectors, and
40% from the first positions in E1 and E2 vectors. The classification results obtained with the proposed DA PCA-based
method are compared to three different approaches. The first
one consists of using standard transfer learning and all images from S, i.e., to load the ImageNet pre-trained weights
into the Xception network, to refine the setting of the weights
from convolutional block 10 onwards with S, and once again
to adjust the weights of block 10 to a fully connected layer
not trained with T . The second uses no data augmentation,
in which the Xception network weights previously trained by
the ImageNet dataset were refined, from convolutional block
10 onwards, with only images from T . The third evaluates the
classification in the case where randomly chosen images from
S domain are used to augment the target training dataset. As
explained previously, in all experiments, the same 400 images
from T were used (alone if no data augmentation or for transfer learning, or in addition to images selected or with the proposed method from S) to train the Xception neural network
to classify images in two classes, i.e., healthy or pneumonia. Accuracy classification (ACC), precision (PRE), recall
(REC), specificity (SPEC), F1-score (F1) and area under the
ROC curve (AUC) were used to evaluate the performance of
the classification. The classification results are regrouped in
Table 1, with the best values shown in bold. Within the first
approach, although the complete dataset S was used to refine the weights, the overall accuracy is around 88%. Within
the second one, using only 400 images for fine-tuning, the
overall accuracy increases to 90.03%. Furthermore, one may

Table 1. Classification results with transfer learning, no data
augmentation, and data augmentation with randomly selected
images, and selected with the proposed method.
Methods

Images
from S

ACC

PREC

REC

SPEC

F1

AUC

Transfer
Learning

5216

88.36

88.26

88.45

88.65

88.47

0.87

No data
augment.

0

90.03

91.12

90.80

90.60

90.03

0.88

Random S
selection

100

89.52

88.16

88.93

88.06

88.19

0.90

200

89.98

89.65

89.45

89.35

89.68

0.89

Proposed
method

100

93.25

92.56

92.68

92.27

92.54

0.92

200

96.18

95.78

95.86

95.23

95.96

0.95

remark the different classification results depend on how the
target training data set was augmented with images from S
dataset. Specifically, in the case where images from S are
randomly selected, the results do not improve compared to
transfer learning or to no data augmentation approach. In
contrast, in the case where additional images from S were
selected with the proposed method, the classification accuracy increased up to 93.25% and 96.18%, with only 100 and
200 images added, respectively. The last result is remarkable
given that it is obtained by training the network with only 600
images (400 from T and 200 from S), compared to roughly
90% in the case of no data augmentation or with randomly
selected images. Finally, Figure 3 shows the class activation
maps of the last convolutional layer of the Xception network
using the proposed data selection method. These maps illustrate which pixels in the image contribute the most to the
model’s classification of a pneumonia class.

CNN using the augmented data set with the proposed method
allows to achieve an overall precision of 96.18%. This represents an increase in precision of 7.82% compared to transfer
learning, and 6.15% compared to training with images only
from the target domain. Future work will be devoted to study
the interest of generative adversarial networks within this application, in order to transform the images from the source
dataset to fit the appearance of images from the target dataset.
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